Most Common
- New Paragraph
- New Line
- Period
- Comma
- Scratch that
- Switch to Hidden Mode
- Transfer Text
- Edit Vocabulary
- Add New Command
- Switch to Microsoft Word
- Switch to Microsoft Outlook
- Maximize Window
- Minimize Window
- Search WebMD for <xyz>
- Search PubMed for <xyz>
- Search ICD9 Code for <xyz>

Controlling The Mic
- Microphone On
- Microphone Off
- Stop Listening
- Listen To Me
- Go to Sleep
- Wake Up

Selecting Text
- Select <xyz>
- Select <xyz> through <xyz>
- Select next word
- Select previous word
- Select previous line
- Select next line
- Select the previous paragraph
- Select the next paragraph
- Select all

Selecting Next
- New Paragraph
- New Line
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting Previous
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting Previous
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting Next
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting Previous Paragraph
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting Next Paragraph
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Selecting All
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Editing & Formatting
- Bold that
- Bold <xyz>
- Bold on
- Bold off
- Underline that
- Underline <xyz>
- Italicize that
- Italicize <xyz>
- Delete that
- Delete <xyz>
- Cut that
- Copy that
- Paste that

Correcting Text
- Correct that
- Correct <xyz>
- Correct <xyz> through <xyz>

Inserting Lines & Spaces
- New Line
- New Paragraph
- Press Enter
- Press Return
- Press Space

Capitalizing
- Cap <xyz>
- Cap <xyz> through <xyz>
- Cap That
- Caps On
- Caps Off
- All Caps On
- All Caps Off
- All Caps That

Undoing & Deleting
- Scratch That
- Delete That
- Delete Line
- Delete Paragraph
- Undo that

Navigating Within Documents
- Move to Top of Document
- Move to Beginning of Document
- Move to Start of Document
- Move to Bottom
- Move to Bottom of Document
- Move to End of Document
- Move to Beginning of Line
- Move to Start of Line
- Move to End of Line
- Move forward <number> words
- Move backwards <number> words
- Insert before <xyz>
- Insert after <xyz>

Inserting Numbers
- Numeral <xyz>
  Example: Say “Numeral one” to insert the number 1

Playing Audio
- Play That
- Read That

Punctuation
- Period
- Comma
- Question Mark
- Exclamation Mark
- Colon
- Semi-Colon
- Open Quote
- Close Quote
- Open Paren
- Close Paren
- Ellipsis
- Ampersand
- Dash
- Hyphen
- At Sign